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IN

I am taking the liberty to inform you regarding aerodynamic

experiments with airship models, in order to show that the aero-

dynamics of the airship merit more attention than they have

hitherto received. The problems as to holy an airship can best

be stabilized and steered and to v_hat stresses it is subjected in

the air, are so important as to determine in large _easure the

future development of airships much more thegn formerly v_hen

velocities of 50-55 meters (98-115 feet) per second _vcre not

known and the effects of the air flovl were not so great. The

science of _erodynamics, _hen systematically applied, is able to

_ive important information. The L.F.G. ("Luft-Fahrzeu_ Gesell-

schaft") and the L.Z. (Luftschiffbau Zeppelin") have" been v:orking

on these problems for years. Recently they have also been taken

up by the "Lustuv". The information which I have the honor of

oresenting to you, comes far@ely from the L,F.G. and "Lustuv,"

v:hich generously gave me access to %heir very valuable records.

.

*From "Berichte und Abhandlun_en de_ Wissenschaftlichen Gese!!-

schaft f_r Luftfahrt" (a supplement to "Zeitschrift f(_r Flu_tech-

nik und _otorluftschiffahrt"), Narch, 1924, pp. 50-55.
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I will benin this discussion of the air forces by illustrat-

ing well-known phenomena with the simplest possible examples.

Fig. 1 shows how sn elongated body (not necessarily streamlined)

behaves in an airstream. If it (which we must consider as being

without weight) is held by a co__d attached to its head, it will

assume sn oblique position with resoect to the airstream and also

to the plane of the diagram and will circle on the surface of the

indicated cone. This phenor_]enon has long been known. Professor

Von Parseval was probably the first to call attention to the fact

that the resulting air force must be outside of the body. How

this is to be conceived is shown by Fig. 2, in which the body is

provided with a rod projecting from its head, v_ith a cord attached

to the end of the rod. The location and direction of the resultaDt

air force is here indicated, as in the first case, by the taut

line, only the inclination of the body to the airstream is smaller.

In order to reduce this inclination to zero, the rod must be made

considerably longer, as shown in Fig. 3. Here ,the resulting air

force lies in the axis of the body and causes no circling_ The

point A may be considered as the center of resistance of the

body. Since an airship, however, moves in such a way that it can

turn, at any time, about an axis passing through its center of

gravity, we must regard its center of gravity as the point at

which it is, to a certain extent, dra_n_ in toward the flow. Then,

however, the body is unstable and will always swing in a circle.

It is manifest that control surfaces are absolutely essential and
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must, indeed, be quite large. We must, at least to some extent,

counterbalance the air force by a new supplementary force located

nearer the center of gravity. As to .just how near, I :7i3.! ox-

olain shortly. Ue will first consider v_hich control o?.ane is the

most effective. Should the control surfsces be located, as cus-

tomary, in the two principal meridian planes or are other arrange-

ments also effective, such, for example, as a box enclosing the

rear end of the airship or so-called _m_.Itiplane control surfsccs,

above, beio,_v and on the sides? If a model is made of hight air--

tight fabric, inflated with air and weighted, so that its center

of _ravity coincides with its center of rotation and then allowed

to fall in calm air from a considerable height (e.g., in a hangar)

with its head downward, it either describes a oath to one side

and falls flat on the ground or it falls vertically and strikes

on its head, according to ho_i well it is stabilized by the attached

pieces of oasteboard. If the experiment is repeated with differ-

ently shaded snd located pieces of the same total area, it will be

found that the maximum stability is obtained _vith the customary

simple arrangement in meridian n!snes at right angles to each

other. After this primitive experiment has already shorn us the

best method, our belief in it will be still further confirmed by

wind tunnel e_{periments with models. We can demonstrate the ef-

fect of the control surfaces by testing the model, both v_ith and

without them, and comparing the results. The difference is then

due to the control surfaces. Professor Prandtl and Dr. Fuhrmann,
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who (in 1910) first tried such experiments, found that the lat-

eral force of a pair of stabilizers on the body of an airship was

604 greater than the lateral force of the same surfaces placed

adjacent to each other without the intervening body. Hence, the

airship body has a _reat influence on this lateral force or its

coefficient Cn. I have still further investigated this effect

and find that it differs according to the shape of the airship

and that it varies greatly according to the position of the sta-

bilizers on the hull. If a pair of triangular fins (Fig, 4) is

applied first at the rear end of the hull, then farther forward

and then still fartheT forward, a great increase in the lateral

force is observed. In Fig. 4 the coefficient Cn is represented

diagrammatically over the successive positions of the rear edges

of the fins. The same figure gives the Fuhrmann values, as like-

wise the values for a differently shaped hull, which we will also

consider. The points of application of the lateral forces to the

fins are also given for the shape 1505. They scarcely change

their position with the change in the inclination a. If we _al-

tiply the values of Cn by the distances of these ooints from

the center of displacement S, we obtain the curves in Fig. 5,

_hich give the stabilizing value of one and the same pair of fins

in different locations and at different inclinations. From these

it follows that the maximum stabilizing effect is obtained with

the fins in the position 0.15 L. Even in oosition II (0.I L),

where the fins project but slightly beyond the maximum diameter
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of the hull, %he s_abilizin_ effect is very great. The coeffici-

ent _ accordin_ to rig. 4, here attazns, with a = 15 ° ,_n, _. " _ the

value 109, which is about 2.5 times as great as it would be if

the fins were joined without the inte_fention of the hull. This

is still treater than Dr. Yuh_mann obtained. To what this is due

and in what wav the '- "-_u.± exerts _uch an inflt_en_e it is difficult

to determine. It appears that the shape of the hull 5s the de-

tiding factor, ...._n.e i have not found greater values on differ-

ently shaped Lulls. This 1505 shape exhibits still further ad-

vantages. It has she quite high volumetric efficiency of 0.645

and the very low coefficient of drag of 2.I on the bare hull,

.h
ere_s the best Fuhrmenn shags gives 2.24, though _Tith a lower

wind velocity.

.- m_ +, is_or the strength co .u,ation, it important to know whether

the large lateral forces arc exerted entirely or only partially

:!

on the fins. Therefore we performed e]_eriments at Gottingen, in

which the forces exerted on the fins _vere separated and measured

directly. It was found that, with arrangement i! of Fig. 4, only

73_ of the Cn values fell on the fins, so that the balance obvi-

ously fell or the hull. '.Ve;-/ere able, moreover, to determine the

center of pressure of this 73{o. Fig. 6 shows a location which

scarcely changes v'ith a change in the inclination. Its nearness

to the hull indicates that the pressure on the fin is not uniform,

but decreases tot:ard the frc.c edges. Fig. 7 roughly represents

this prc_sur¢. I% is plotted at right angles to the hull, as a
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so-called "triangular loading."

The problem of the rudder is, of course, closely related to

that of the fins, for which reason we will consider it here. We

will consider it here. We will take a trianaular fin, cut off

portions of different sizes according to Fio_. 8, and rotate them

about the dividing lines A_, A_, A3. For the different rudder

deflections B we then measure the air forces exerted on the

whole model and compare the results. The curves are plotted in

Fig. 9. In the diagram, Cn applies to the entire control sur-

face consisting of fin and rudder. The load must also be consid-

ered as distributed over both rudder and fin, since the center

of pressure usually lies in front of the rudder axis, especially

for large deflections of the rudder. The distance varies from

one-half to the whole depth of the rudder. AccordinT to Fig. 9,

the coefficient Cn increases with the depth of the rudder, but

neither directly as the depth _or as the ratio Fr : F. Moreover,

the effect of the rudder on the hull-shape 1692 is quite differ-

ent, For small deflections of the rudder, it is not as great as

for the shape 1505. It increases considerably, however, for

B = 30-40 o, while for the shape 1505 it does not substantially

increase above _ = 20 °. This fact should be taken into consider-

ation in evaluating the rudder deflections. The maneuverability

of the airship should be such as never to require a rudder de-

flection of more than 20 ° . Later we will have the opportunity to

discuss this condition more thoroughly.
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If the rudder deflections _ are combined with the inclina-

tions a of the hull to the airflow, the result will be practically

the same as for airplanes, namely, that the inclination of the

airflow will have little effect on the rudder action. In fact,

it is only above a = 12 ° that the effect of the rudder will in-

crease about 20_. In practice, it is therefore safe to assume

that the effect of the rudder is the same for all inclinations a .

The fin sho_m in Fig. 8 is the best for comparative experi-

mental purposes. _%hen it is necessary, however, for practical

reasons, to employ balanced rudders, the compensating surfaces

should extend into the fin, after the r_znner of rudders on sea-

ship s•

:Te _,il] now pass to the second problem of the stabilization

of an airship, namely, the size of the fin and rudder. We can

also r_ake this clearer by mee ns of an example and choose, as the

nearest to actuality, the hull 1692, _vhich approaches nearest, in

its cross-section, to the pear-shape of nonrigid airships and

possesses the principal accessories, such as the walkwzy and cars.

_,Vcwill first test its air force without elevator. We will, for

the time being, give our attention only to the horizontal stabil-

izer an6 the elevator, because they are the more important. Fig.

I0 sho_Js the location and direction of the resulting air forces.

It is manifest that the air force at 0° inclination is directed

down_'_ard, but that the tip of the Fuhrmann enveloping curves lies

above the body. The case would not be essentially different, if
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F 0.2975
a oair of horizontal fins of certain dimensions V2/a -

were applied at the equator (Fig. II), although the nevr resultants

should be nearcr tbe center of buoyancy of the body. In straight-

ahead _ "±Izgho, the airship would nose up, since the propellers are

underneath. The ease s.ith _vhich this tendency can be remedied is
.q

illustrated by Fig. 12, in vThich the horizontal fins have been

elevated 1.8 ° . This not only shifts the center of drag to the

resulting propeller axis, but also makes the air force, at 0° in-

clination of the airflov_, _ Ine_r y parallel to the airship's axis,

thereby reducing the lift to zero. This is important, since hori-

zontal flight with a stabilized airship would not otherwise be

_ossible. A similar result could likewise have been obtained

,vith an elevator deflection of _ = 5° and vTould have affected

the drag of the airship still less. From the experimental results,

which are always some_hat uncertain on account of the smallness

of the model, we can deduce an increase of 0.I in the value of

the coefficient Cn by means of the described adjustment and O.OB

by means of the 5° deflection of the elevator. Which of these tyro

methods is chosen depends on how much the axis of resistance or

drag must be lov_ered. Unde_ certain conditions both means must

be employed. At any rate, the example shov:s that it is not neces-

sary, as formerly, to elevate the propeller by the application of

a comn!icated technical device, but that it may be located v_here

it appears best for othe_ reasons and be offset by lowering the

axis of dra_.
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If we v_ish to discuss stabilization still further, geometri-

cal presentation will no longer suffice and _ve nmst resort to dia-

grams. First of all, we must know the curves of the air-force

moments ':rith respect to the center of buoyancy. Fig. 13 gives the

moment curves of three different airship models <:ithout control

surfaces and also the airship shape 1392 with the last-mentioned

coutrol ,_urfaces. The effect of these surfaces on model 1692 is

readily recognizable, although the stability is represented only

outsi£e of the field of c .... 19° to 13°, Regarding the other

model, shape 1505, it may be remarked that its instability, al-

though greater without control surfaces, could be reduced to the

same level _ith such surfaces, which are sma!Icr than for the

shape !692 with
_-_r3- = 0.3375. A hull which is somewhat fuller

in the stern is more easily stabilized, although without control

surfaces it is less stable than a hull which is more pointed at

the stern.

We no'v return to our airship shape 1692 and ask whether we

can tolerate _ts lack of stability with the control surfaces

F ~

V_7_- = 0.Z. This depends first on what can be accomplished with

the elevator. Hence the moments of the elevator forces must also

be clotted. It is first advisable to compute the moments of the

model _ith control surfaces vrith resoect to another ooint, namely,

the intorsection point of the axis of _ravity v_ith the resulting

Dropei!er axis, in order to eliminate the moment of the propeller

thrust from the diagram. The elevator moments are not difficult
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to convert if the coefficients Cn and Ct and the lever arm are

given, only they must be computed with respect to the volume of

the airship, which can be done as follows: The elevator moment is

1692 = 0.37 V _/3

we thus obtain

_{r = Cn F e q- Ct Fr'h q

in which e = distance from center of pressure on the elevator to

the center of buoyancy, for the shape 1692 -- 7_.48 V _/3", h = dis-

tance between propeller axis and center of buoyancy, for the shape

. Since F = 0.2975, V 2/3 and Fr = 0.0427 V 2/3,

_r = (0"44 Cn - 0.0162 C t) V q = C'_ V q.

These C"m curves are carried, for various 8 deflections,

both upward and downward from the basic curve and constitute a set

of similar parallel curves (Fig. 14), which give us the answer in

a clear manner. At first glance, we see that the airship, if

turned up or down, can be brought back to the zero point by eleva-

tor deflections up to 15 °. On the other hand, any desired inclina-

tion can be produced, although, for the most part, the elevator

must be reversed, e.g., for 4° inclination upward toward the air-

flow, the elevator must be inclined about 7° downward. Gravity

equilibrium is not considered in this diagram, because it is sub-

ject to pitching, according to the condition of the airship, and,

at high speeds, is of very subordinate importance. In the stabil-

ization of the airship, when the problem is to restore the aiTship

to the zero point in any case, gravity equilibrium should be re-
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garded only as an auxiliary and ths control surfaces should be so

dimensioned as to render it possible, at any time, to restore the

ship to the zero position independently of gravity equilibrium,

but with the aid of elevator deflections not exceeding 20°. In

this connection, a limit must be set to the elevator deflectior_,

because, as we have already seen, the effect of the elevator does

not always increase above B = 20°. If this rule is applied to

the case in Fig. I_, the control" surfaces appear to exceed the

desired area. The question thus arises as to _.hether the stabil-

izers and c!evators can not be _ade smal_er. If this question is

made to depend on the effect of the control surfaces in oscilla-

tions of the airship about the transverse horizontal line passing

through the center of gravity (pitching), e.g. in nosing up as

the result of some disturbance, the tedious computations tell us

nothing new, namely, that the larger the horizontal fins are, the

slower the pitching motions will be. No minimum limit can be set,

however, so that only one consideration remains, namely, as to

whether, with larger or smaller control surfaces, all changes in

the trim of the airship, due to increasing or decreasing the load,

can be offset aerodynamically, i.e., by varying the lift during

flight. This question is a very important one anyway, and we will

therefore go into it more thoroughly by considering the following

example. If the airship is either too heavy or light in the tail,

middle, or nose, ho_ ..muchcan it rise or sink in the individual

cases with no further assistance than a maximum 20° deflection of
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the elevators? It suffices, if we can in a]l cases Five the knov_

coefficient Cn (or more correctly Cn/COSa ), but (and this is

the important Doint) the loss in speed, through assuming an ob-

lique position, r_._astbe taken into consideration. In solving this

oroblem, we proceed in such a manner that we take from the diagram

of moments the Cm value, e.g., for a = 8° and 8 = 20 ° and

divide it by oh_ eorresoonding Cn value from the diagram of the

lateral forces. We r_?a!tiply the result by V _/3 of the airship of

_ccordln5 to Fig. 15 and thus obtain thecertain given dimensions "_ "

location of this Cn or Cn/COSa value. First, however, we com-

pute the Cn/cosa value for the lower speed. In each instance

this reduction factor [_ust be obtained from the formula

v__h2 [Ct(to a= O, B= O) 1 _/3VoJ = Ct(a,?)+Cn(a,_)tan a cos a

It is found by assuming that the power of the engine is the

same _hen the _irship is inclined as when it is horizontal, which

is sufficiently accurate. Fig. 15 shows the aerodynamic balancing

capacity (if we may venture so to call it) of various control sur-

faces, in which only the areas of the fins are changed, in order

to determine whether there there is any gain from enlarging the

fins alone. The static stability is not considered in the diagram.

Allowance may, however, be _ade for it by imagining the balancing

caoacity extended the distance e according to the expression

A e = a V e sin ¢
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in which V : volume of gas; a : its lift per cubic meter;

e : distance between center of gravity and center of buoyancy;

:: inclination of airship.

i comparison of the curves shows that the enlargement of the

F

fins be'fond _-_7_ = 0.3 gives no special advantage, becsuse, with

larger fins, the balancing capacity is s_ller forward than rear-

ward. An airship, hon'ever, requires greater balancing capacity

for_z_ard, because it is larger there. Consequently, fins with

F
_-/-_ = 0.3 best meet this requirement.

We finally _ave our attention only to the shape !692, but, in

order to establish universal laws, we wou_d n_ed to investigate

other shapes also. It would take us, however, boo far, _rere we

to attempt to give all the results here. Hence we rm_st content

ourselves with stating that we, for example, would have obtained

F O 2375
the same result _._/ith control surfaces of the size V2/3-- •

on the shape 1505, as with F - 0 Z on the shape 1692 with
V213

Fr
the same elevator area, namely, _-_/-_ : 0.0428 (Fig. 16).

B_r combining all these considerations, we come to the fol!owin_

conclusions:

I. The stabilization of an airship must be carried at least

so far that the airship can be brought back from any inclination

to its zero position with an elevator deflection of not over 20 ° ,

independently of its static stability.

2. _ze stabilization also depends on n_ balancing capacity

is requireC., e._o_., very low position of center of gravity of air-
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ship and small sneed.

This n0inin_um stabigizs._!on is attained vrith control surfaces

of the "_-_rna_Yll _,u.c,e

F _'r
-_-}-_7_= O. 2 to O. _ and V =/3

= 0.04 to 0.043

according to the sh8pe of the a,izship and the location of the con-

trol su&'face s.

Lousily, it should be noted that ai_ different airship shapes

have different air forces _nd different fin effect. Hence, serod_j-

namic experiments fur_%ith the best means of deteYminin_ the flight

characteri sties _

Translation b_ Dwizht i_. ' "_v[iner,

_ationa! Advi_or_ Com[_ittee

for Aeron&utics,
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